Rediscovering Faith Understanding The Nature Of Kingdom Living
Yeah, reviewing a books Rediscovering Faith Understanding The Nature Of Kingdom Living could add your close links listings. This is just one
of the solutions for you to be successful. As understood, capability does not suggest that you have fantastic points.
Comprehending as with ease as deal even more than extra will present each success. neighboring to, the publication as well as keenness of this
Rediscovering Faith Understanding The Nature Of Kingdom Living can be taken as skillfully as picked to act.

Understanding Your Place in God's Kingdom - Myles Munroe 2011-11-28
This book is about your original purpose for existence and the source of
meaning behind your life. In these pages you will discover the Creator’s
divine motivation, design, and mandate for His creation and your role in
that creation. After reading this book, you will be equipped with the
knowledge to answer some of the questions addressing the heart cries of
humanity in our search for a better world. I am convinced also that you
will come to believe, as I do, that there is hope for mankind, but only as
we reconnect to the source of creation and our Creator’s original
concepts for life on planet earth. It is this concern that this book will
attempt to address. The goal of this book is to reintroduce the concepts,
principles, and nature of true authentic kingdoms as presented by the
Creator and show the superior and advantageous nature of kingdom as
compared to any religion, political ideology, government system, or
social program. Join me as we explore and understand the precepts and
principles of “the Kingdom.”
The Politics of Jesus - Obery M. Hendricks Jr 2007-08-21
Who was Jesus? And how was this first-century political revolutionary,
whose teachings are meant to lead the way to freedom, turned into a
meek and mild servant of the status quo? How is it possible to profess a
belief in Jesus, yet ignore the suffering of the poor and the needy? Just
how truly faithful to the vision of Jesus are the many politicians who
claim to be Christian? These are the kinds of questions Obery Hendricks,
a biblical scholar, activist, and minister, asks in this provocative new
book. In this day and age of heated political debate, Hendricks’s The
Politics of Jesus stands out as much for its brilliant re-creation of the life
and mind of Jesus of Nazareth as for its scathing critique of modern
politicians “of faith.”
Rediscovering Kingdom Worship - Myles Munroe 2010-12-01
Best-selling author Dr. Myles Munroe takes you into the depths of praise
and worship as he reveals the purpose and power of God’s presence—the
established ideal atmosphere in which humankind was designed to
function. From more than 30 years of ministry, teaching, and study, Dr.
Myles Munroe presents rock solid, time-tested principles about the
complex issues of praise and worship. In this engaging and authoritative
work you will learn: The key to maximizing your potential on earth. Why
God placed man in the Garden of Eden. The purpose and priority of the
presence of God. The seven dimensions of praise. The purpose and power
of personal and corporate worship. How to practice and protect the
presence of God in your life. Much, much more! The Purpose and Power
of Praise & Worship Expanded edition includes a comprehensive study
guide with concrete, practical application for pressing in to a new level
of relationship with God. With study questions and assignments designed
for individual or group use, you will: Deepen your understanding of the
biblical foundations of praise and worship. Easily apply key principles to
your life. Want to practice praise and worship, both corporately and
personally.
The Spirit of Leadership - Myles Munroe 2005-01-01
You were born to lead. Now it's time to become a leader. Leaders may be
found in boardrooms, but they may also be found in families, schools, and
organizations of all kinds—anywhere people interact, nurture, create, or
build. Contrary to popular opinion, leadership is not meant for an elite
group of people who, by fate or accident, become leaders while everyone
else is consigned to being a lifelong follower. After personally training
thousands of leaders from around the world, best-selling author Dr.
Myles Munroe reports that while every person possesses the potential of
leadership, many do not understand how to cultivate the leadership
nature and how to apply it to their lives. In The Spirit of Leadership, Dr.
Munroe defines the unique attitudes that all effective leaders exhibit,
explains how to eliminate hindrances to your leadership abilities, and
helps you to fulfill your particular calling in life. "...a defining portrait of
true and effective leadership. On these pages you will discover your
purpose, your passion, and your potential to become the leader God has
destined you to be." —Pastor John Hagee, Cornerstone Church "[Dr
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Myles Munroe's] wisdom is to the believer what a phone booth was to
Superman! Step into every page and be charged!" —Bishop T. D. Jakes,
The Potter's House of Dallas "The world is groaning in travail, waiting for
the manifestation of those who will rise up as followers of God and
leaders of men.... Dr. Myles Munroe will give you invaluable insight in
your quest to discover and develop the spirit of a leader." —Pastor Rod
Parsley, World Harvest Church "Are you aware that God has ordained
you to be a leader? In The Spirit of Leadership, Dr. Myles Munroe gives
us the key to find the hidden leader within ourselves. I highly
recommend this inspired book to all." —Paul F. Crouch, Trinity
Broadcasting Network "In The Spirit of Leadership, Dr. Myles Munroe
taps into the core truths of authentic, successful leadership. Through
decades of study and careful observation, Dr. Munroe has identified the
key—the missing ingredient that activates the potential to lead found
within every human being." —Marilyn Hickey, Marilyn Hickey Ministries
The Purpose and Power of Praise and Worship - Myles Munroe
2010-08-24
Every manufactured product was made to function within the context of
specified guidelines and an ideal environment in order to achieve its
maximum performance. The presence of God is the established ideal
atmosphere in which mankind was designed to function. From more than
30 years of ministry, teaching, and study, Dr. Myles Munroe presents
rock-solid, time-tested principles that break new ground in the
exploration of the complex issues of praise and worship.In this engaging
and authoritative work you will learn: The key to maximizing your full life
on earth Why God placed man in the garden of Eden The purpose and
priority of the presence of God The seven dimensions of praise The
purpose and power of personal and corporate worship How to practice
and protect the presence of God in your life Much.
Kingdom Principles - Myles Munroe 2006
Provides a detailed examination of the principles, concepts and
charectaristics of the Kingdom of God, incliding Kings and Lords,
Territory and Law, Citizens and Royal privillege, Culture and Economy as
well as Destiny.
Reclaiming God's Original Purpose for Your Life - Myles Munroe
2012-06-19
Why are you here? Have you ever wondered why you are living here and
now in this particular place and time in history? Not only is Myles
Munroe a dear friend, but someone who has greatly helped to shape my
understanding of the Kingdom of God. –Matthew Crouch, CEO,
Gener8Xion Entertainment Best-selling author of more than 10 lifechanging books and devotionals, Dr. Myles Munroe’s series on the
Kingdom of God shows how your heavenly Father wants to make the
earth a place of Kingdom harmony and peace—beginning within you! You
will discover things about God’s love and plan, such as how: Your destiny
will be fulfilled right here on earth. You are created to turn the earth into
a place filled with His culture! You can enjoy continuous fellowship with
the Lord. Your decisions make a big difference in what happens on earth.
Dr. Munroe explains how Reclaiming God’s Original Purpose for Your
Life will bring you joy, peace and abundant living. “This big idea [of
reclaiming God’s original purpose] is the only answer to the deep cry in
the heart of every human, and it can satisfy the perpetual vacuum in the
spirit of humankind,” writes the author. You will find your own
destiny—and an intimate relationship with God in the process!
Meeting Jesus Again for the First Time - Marcus J. Borg 2009-03-17
Of the many recent books on the historical Jesus, none has explored what
the latest biblical scholarship means for personal faith. Now, in Meeting
Jesus Again for the First Time, Marcus Borg addresses the yearnings of
those who want a fully contemporary faith that welcomes rather than
oppresses our critical intelligence and openness to the best of historical
scholarship. Borg shows how a rigorous examination of historical
findings can lead to a new faith in Christ, one that is critical and, at the
same time, sustaining. "Believing in Jesus does not mean believing
doctrines about him," Borg writes. "Rather, it means to give one's heart,
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one's self at its deepest level, to . . . the living Lord." Drawing on his own
journey from a naive, unquestioning belief in Christ through collegiate
skepticism to a mature and contemporary Christian faith, Borg illustrates
how an understanding of the historical Jesus can actually lead to a more
authentic Christian life—one not rooted in creeds or dogma, but in a life
of spiritual challenge, compassion, and community. In straightforward,
accessible prose, Borg looks at the major findings of modern Jesus
scholarship from the perspective of faith, bringing alive the many levels
of Jesus' character: spirit person, teacher of alternative wisdom, social
prophet, and movement founder. He also reexamines the major stories of
the Old Testament vital to an authentic understanding of Jesus, showing
how an enriched understanding of these stories can uncover new truths
and new pathways to faith. For questioning believers, doubters, and
reluctant unbelievers alike, Meeting Jesus Again for the First Time frees
our understanding of Jesus' life and message from popular
misconceptions and outlines the way to a sound and contemporary faith:
"For ultimately, Jesus is not simply a figure of the past, but a figure of
the present. Meeting that Jesus—the living one who comes to us even
now—will be like meeting Jesus again for the first time."
Redemptive Kingdom Diversity - Jarvis J. Williams 2021-09-28
This book provides a comprehensive biblical and theological survey of
the people of God in the Old and New Testaments, offering insights for
today's transformed and ethnically diverse church. Jarvis Williams
explains that God's people have always been intended to be a diverse
community. From Genesis to Revelation, God has intended to restore
humanity's vertical relationship with God, humanity's horizontal
relationship with one another, and the entire creation through Jesus.
Through Jesus, both Jew and gentile are reconciled to God and together
make up a transformed people. Williams then applies his biblical and
theological analysis to selected aspects of the current conversation about
race, racism, and ethnicity, explaining what it means to be the church in
today's multiethnic context. He argues that the church should
demonstrate redemptive kingdom diversity, for it has been transformed
into a new community that is filled with many diverse ethnic
communities.
The Desire of the Nations - Oliver O'Donovan 1999-07-29
A new treatment of political theology - politically constructive and
receptive to Christian tradition.
The Messages Of Rediscovering the Kingdom - Myles Munroe 2006-12-30
"When governments collapse, human philosophies fail and your life is
crashing down around you, Rediscovering the Kingdom will become your
guide through the treacherous storms of the 21st century. All of the past
ideologies have failed - humanism, communism, totalitarianism, fascism,
socialism and even democracy. This is a philosophy, an ideology that will
not fail, for it was bore in the heart of God Himself. As Dr. Munroe
unveils the reality and the power of the Kingdom of God, you will be
challenged to the core of your religious soul as you discover realities that
few have seen, let alone talked about. Rediscovering the Kingdom will
defy almost every concept you have about religion as it shifts the focus
away from religion towards the ultimate issue - the Kingdom of God."-Container
Wisdom from Myles Munroe - Myles Munroe 2010-06-28
Simple wisdom, profound truth, helpful advice Life on planet Earth can
be very complex. Dr. Myles Munroe believes that complexity can be
made into simplified principles and that wisdom is the application of
these timeless principles. With the wisdom of Solomon, Myles Munroe
shares 40 wise and personal insights to refresh and empower you to
tackle life’s challenges. This interactive devotional journal immerses you
into a world where God’s power infuses you with wisdom that you never
thought possible. How much better to get wisdom than gold! And to get
understanding is to be chosen rather than silver (Proverbs 16:16 NKJV).
You can solve problems, turn situations around, and claim victory after
learning how to apply the wisdom that God has shared with Myles
Munroe through topics including: • Wisdom’s Secret • Wisdom to
manage material resources • Wisdom for self discipline and building
moral character • Wisdom to overcome fear and anxiety • Wisdom to
overcome your past (and baggage) • Wisdom to become your best •
Wisdom to live beyond your limitations! • Wisdom for cultivating your
leadership potential With wise reflections from many of Myles Munroe’s
best-selling books, provocative “Points to Ponder,” inspiring “Words of
Wisdom” from other well-known believers, and place for your own
special thoughts, this book will be a treasured keepsake for years to
come.
The Myles Munroe's Kingdom Series - Dr. Myles Munroe 2015-12-15
The Kingdom of God is here! The defining message of Dr. Myles Munroes
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life and worknow available for the first time as a packaged collection.
While many remember Dr. Munroe for delivering exceptional teaching on
topics such as purpose, potential, vision, praise and worship, leadership,
and even relationships, perhaps no revelation has been more important
for the individual believer as his message on the Kingdom of God. Dr.
Munroe served as a pioneer and prophetic voice, summoning people to
experience and enjoy the fullness of their salvation in Christ. This came
through discovering their purpose, unlocking their potential, and walking
the earth as Kingdom citizens, fueled by Heavens vision. Dr. Munroe now
stands among the great cloud of witnesses in Heaven, still beckoning us
onward to become representatives and ambassadors of the Kingdom of
Heaven on earth. His voice continues to challenge Christ-followers
around the world to fulfill their destinies. Today, Dr. Munroes Kingdom
message is more crucial than ever. In this hour of turmoil and upheaval,
embrace your Kingdom purpose!
Overcoming Crisis - Myles Munroe 2010-03-24
The current prolonged season of war and worldwide economic crisis has
created countless personal crises. Unemployment, forclosures, threats,
and fears loom--and Christians are not exempt. You can survive and even
thrive during these times. Myles Munroe tea....
The Engagement Plot Free Extended Preview - Krista Phillips 2017-10-12
FREE EXTENDED PREVIEW! Can Hanna and Will Find True Love amid
the Bright Lights of Reality TV? Perfect for the fans of The Bachelor and
The Bachelorette! Six months ago, William stole Hanna’s heart and
shattered it in front of millions of people on a reality TV dating show. And
now the big-wig CEO is back on Hanna’s home turf in Minnesota and
wants her to forgive him? Fat chance of that. But life is swirling around
faster than snow in a blizzard, and despite her objections, teaming up
with William seems like the only option to rescue her reputation. William
has never regretted anything more than the day he gave that ill-fated
interview for the reality show, The Price of Love. But while he can’t
change the past, he’s determined to fix the future. He just needs to
convince Hanna to forgive him—and pretend to be engaged with him.
Simple, right? When the media erupts with even worse accusations,
teaming up and pretending to be engaged seems to be the only way to
salvage their reputations. Despite the media frenzy that swirls around
them, an attraction neither of them can fight off begins to surface. Could
this love run deeper than a scandal, or will old wounds tear them apart
once and for all? When all seems lost, it’s only with help from above that
Hanna and Will may find their happily-ever-after.
A Man of Purpose and Power - Myles Munroe 2021-06-01
Best-selling author Dr. Myles Munroe offers daily practical and biblical
advice for men. Based on two of his most popular books, Understanding
the Purpose and Power of Men and Understanding the Purpose and
Power of Women, this 90-day devotional will help you truly understand
your God-given purpose and power as a man. Each day’s reading
includes teaching and encouragement, a Scripture reading from both the
Old and New Testaments, and a thought for the day to draw you closer to
God the Father and His purposes for you. Explore the nature and role of
men as God intended, addressing such issues as: What does the Bible
really teach about men and women? What does it mean to be male? What
are the purpose and design of the man? How is a man uniquely different
from a woman? What is a man’s role as a husband and father? What are a
man’s sexual needs? How are men and women meant to relate to one
another? How can a man build a better life for himself, his family, and
the world? Through this devotional, you can strengthen your relationship
with your heavenly Father as you discover how to fulfill your destiny and
potential as an integral part of His eternal purposes.
Understanding Spiritual Gifts - Sam Storms 2020-09-01
What are spiritual gifts? Author and pastor Sam Storms has spent several
decades teaching on the topic of the spiritual gifts and equipping
believers in the faithful practice of God's gifts. Yet there remains a great
deal of confusion about the nature of the gifts and how they best function
in the body of Christ. In this comprehensive guide to the spiritual gifts,
Storms addresses the many bizarre and misleading interpretations that
abound and confronts the tendency to downplay the urgency of spiritual
gifts for Christian living and ministry. He explains how spiritual gifts,
both the more miraculous and the somewhat mundane, are given to build
up the body of Christ. God has graciously provided these "manifestations
of the Spirit" so that believers might encourage, edify, strengthen,
instruct, and console one another, all with a view to an ever-increasing,
incremental transformation into the image of Jesus Christ. Throughout
this guide, Storms unpacks the glorious truth that there is a supernatural
and divine energy or power that fills and indwells the body and soul of
every born-again believer. God does not call upon us to speculate about
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the nature of this power or to embrace it as a mere idea. His desire is
that we avail ourselves of it to partner with him in his purposes on the
earth. His desire is that we cry out to him that he might intensify,
expand, increase, and deepen the manifestation of this power through us
in ever more demonstrative and tangible ways in our lives.
Understanding Spiritual Gifts is useful as a reference to address common
questions about the gifts, but it also serves as a training manual for using
and exercising the gifts in ministry. It is perfect for any individual or
group who wants to grow in their understanding of the gifts for today.
The Challenge of Jesus - N. T. Wright 2015-02-26
With an all-new introduction by the author, N. T. Wright's classic work
helps us grow in our understanding of the historical Jesus within firstcentury Palestine while challenging us to follow Jesus more faithfully into
the postmodern world of the twenty-first century.
Rediscovering Faith - Myles Munroe 2009-08-28
What is true faith? In The Power of Kingdom Faith, Dr. Myles Munroe
strips away the common errors and misconceptions surrounding faith to
reveal the nature, character, and power of true faith, or, Kingdom faith.
Kingdom faith trusts not in the promises of God but in the God who
promises; seeks not the blessings of God, but the God who blesses.
Kingdom faith will always be tested, but because it places its trust in the
King of the universe, will always prevail under testing. Kingdom faith,
therefore is a triumphant faith that will overcome the world.
The Daniel Plan Jumpstart Guide - Rick Warren 2014-07-22
The Daniel Plan Jumpstart Guide provides a birds-eye view of getting
your life on track to better health in five key areas: Faith, Food, Fitness,
Focus, and Friends being the secret to a healthy lifestyle. This quick
guide provides all the key principles for readers to gain a vision for
health and get started. This booklet is a 40-day guide that breaks out
existing content from The Daniel Plan: 40 Days to a Healthier Life into
day-by-day action toward a healthier life and encourages readers to use
The Daniel Plan and its compatible journal for more information and
further success.
Rediscovering the Kingdom Expanded Edition - Myles Munroe
2011-07-28
When governments collapse, human philosophies fail and your life is
crashing down around you, Rediscovering the Kingdom will become your
guide through the treacherous storms of the 21st century. All of the past
ideologies have failed—humanism, communism, totalitarianism, fascism,
socialism and even democracy. This is a philosophy, an ideology that will
not fail, for it was bore in the heart of God Himself. As Dr. Munroe
unveils the reality and the power of the Kingdom of God, you will be
challenged to the core of your religious soul as you discover realities that
few have seen, let alone talked about. Rediscovering the Kingdom will
defy almost every concept you have about religion as it shifts the focus
away from religion towards the ultimate issue—the Kingdom of God. In
this book you will discover: • The keys that make the Kingdom function
in your life. • Why religion cannot solve your problems. • Why
governments and world leaders continue to fail us. • Why religion can
never fulfill your deepest desire. • Why power is the pursuit of all
mankind. • The present and future reality of the Kingdom among us. •
The original message and purpose of Jesus.
Accessing the Courts of Heaven - Robert Henderson 2017-09-19
Begin Your Supernatural Journey into the Courts of Heaven What does it
mean to make your case in the courts of Heaven? In recent years, God
has raised up Robert Henderson as a prophetic voice, calling Christians
to pursue breakthrough by using the courts of Heaven prayer blueprint.
God is more willing to answer our prayers than we will ever know! The
problem is that we face a legalistic accuser and adversarythe devilwho
wants to prevent these prayers from coming to pass. Your victory against
him is not fought on a battlefield; its won in the courtroom. When your
prayers are answered, Gods purposes are fulfilled on the Earth. In this
all-new message, Henderson gives you practical keys that will enable you
to boldly access the courts of Heaven and state your prayer cases with
confidence. You will: Understand the three dimensions of prayer
Discover the 3 keys to unlocking your breakthrough in the courts of
Heaven Learn the 6 prophetic declarations that Jesus blood makes on
your behalf Cancel the devils accusations by releasing the supernatural
power of your testimony Learn how to access the courts of Heaven, make
your case, and watch as prayers are answered, miracles are released,
and long awaited breakthroughs come to fruition!
Kingdom Mechanics - Allen Wooten
In Pursuit of Purpose - Myles Munroe 1992-11-28
Best-selling author Myles Munroe reveals in this book the key to personal
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fulfillment: purpose. We must pursue purpose because our fulfillment in
life depends upon our becoming what we were born to be and do. In
Pursuit of Purpose will guide you on that path to finding God's purpose
for your life.
The Life of God in the Soul of Man - Henry Scougal 1868
Rediscovering the Kingdom - Myles Munroe 2010-07-13
When governments collapse, human philosophies fail and your life is
crashing down around you, Rediscovering the Kingdom will become your
guide through the treacherous storms of the 21st century. All of the past
ideologies have failed; humanism, communism, totalitarianism, fascism,
socialism and even democracy. This is a philosophy, an ideology that will
not fail, for it was born in the heart of God Himself. As Dr. Munroe
unveils the reality and the power of the Kingdom of God, you will be
challenged to the core of your religious soul as you discover realities that
few have seen, let alone talked about. Rediscovering the Kingdom will
defy almost every concept you have about religion as it shifts the focus
away from religion towards the ultimate issue - the Kingdom of God. In
this book you will discover: The keys that make the Kingdom function in
your life. Why governments and world leaders continue to fail us. Why
religion can never fulfill your deepest desire. Why power is the pursuit of
all mankind. The present and future reality of the Kingdom among us.
The original message and purpose of Jesus.
Rediscovering the Kingdom Daily Devotional Journal - Myles Munroe
2011-07-28
In Rediscovering the Kingdom, Myles Munroe challenges all Christians to
examine their ideologies and concepts. This 40-day journal and study
guide will guide you through this book of wonderful self discovery and
help you to put the concepts you learn into practice. Discover a whole
new world: Use the questions to examine your current ideologies. Use
the applications to retrain your daily walk. Use the meditations to change
your worldview. This journal is designed to check both heart and mind as
they bring Kingdom principles to bear in our daily walk. The philosophy
of the Kingdom is made possible through the exercises and meditations,
useful for self-study or in a group. Exposure to the ideologies is just the
beginning---watch out for a new world of reality ahead.
Applying the Kingdom - Myles Munroe 2007-08-28
In Applying the Kingdom, the third book in his Kingdom series, Dr. Myles
Munroe makes the case that the key to abundant living is found in
establishing priorities in one s life and living by them. Topping his list is
the priority, Kingdom First!
Purpose and Power of Love and Marriage - Myles Munroe 2005-01-01
Probably no other dimension of human experience has been pondered,
discussed, debated, analyzed, and dreamed about more than the nature
of true love. Love is everywhere -- in songs and in books, on televisions
and on movie screens. Yet, for all of our thinking and talking, how many
of us truly understand love and where can we turn for genuine insight in
matters of true love?
Understanding Your Potential Expanded Edition - Myles Munroe
2006-01-28
Using the original words of Smith Wigglesworth edited in simple, easyto-grasp nuggets - Smith Wigglesworth on Prayer, Power, and Miracles
will inspire, motivate and shed insight on the topic of prayer. You will be
intrigued to find fresh material that hasn't been available since the
1920s.
The Glory of Living - Myles Munroe 2011-07-28
Dr. Munroe surgically removes the religious rhetoric out of this most-oftused word -- glory -- replacing it with words that will draw you into the
powerful Presence of the Lord. The Glory of Living not only introduces
you to the power of the glory but also practically demonstrates how God
longs to see His glory reflected through man.
Making Sense of the Bible [Leader Guide] - Adam Hamilton 2014-09-15
In this six week video study, Adam Hamilton explores the key points in
his new book, Making Sense of the Bible. With the help of this Leader
Guide, groups learn from Hamilton as his video presentations lead
groups through the book, focusing on the most important questions we
ask about the Bible, its origins and meaning.
The Most Important Person on Earth - Myles Munroe 2007
"This study guide to The Most Important Person on Earth: The Holy
Spirit, Governor of the Kingdom is designed for personal application to
give readers a deeper understanding of why the Holy Spirit is the key to
their purpose and fulfillment on earth"--Provided by publisher.
Kingdom Parenting - Myles Munroe 2011-07-28
Kingdom Parenting provides answers to burning questions both teens
and parents have in facing the unique challenges of being a parent or
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teen today. This book examines the changing times, changing family
structure, and provides solutions to both parents and teens on how to
effectively relate with each other though the current atmosphere of
confusion. The authors have a combined total of more than 50 years
experience ministering, counseling, training, and mentoring parents and
saving the lives of countlessly lost young people.
Rediscovering Faith Trade Paper (16pt Large Print Edition) - Myles
Munroe 2010-07-13
In Rediscovering Faith, Dr. Myles Munroe strips away misconceptions
surrounding faith and reveals the nature, character, and power of true
faith. True Kingdom faith: Trusts not in the promises of God, but in the
God who promises. Seeks not the blessings of God, but the God who
blesses. This is the triumphant faith that overcomes the world of bad
economic times, health problems, fleshly desires, and whatever else
satan throws at you. As author and pastor Myles Munroe says, ''There
are questions in life we can never answer. First you must settle that,
because if you don't come to that conclusion you will always be
depressed. I decided that over 30 years ago; so that's why I have no
depression. i have no problems. I have no frustrations in my life.''
Understanding the Purpose and Power of Prayer - Myles Munroe 2007-07
Designed for either individual or small group study, this companion
guide to Understanding the Purpose and Power of Prayer will ignite and
transform the way you pray! Dr. Myles Munroe's biblically-based, timetested prayer principles will take the mystery out of communicating with
God. In this guide, you'll explore deeper insights and thought-provoking
questions for life application of these powerful truths. Discover a new
dimension of faith, a deeper revelation of God's love, and a renewed
understanding that you can pray--and receive results.
Kingdom Principles Large Print Edition - Myles Munroe 2008-09-01
In the second book in his Kingdom series, Dr. Munroe insists that
Christians cannot appropriate and enjoy the benefits of God's Kingdom
until they understand how it operates.
Unfettered - Mandy Smith 2021-05-18
"Smith's sage advice will aid Christians in recognizing the simple joys of
practicing their faith."--Publishers Weekly Western culture is in a
tailspin, and Christian faith is entangled in it: we do kingdom things in
empire ways. Western approaches to faith leave us feeling depressed,
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doubting, anxious, and burned out. We know something is wrong with
the way we do faith and church in the West, but we're so steeped in it
that we don't know where to begin to break old habits. Popular pastor
and speaker Mandy Smith invites us to be unfettered from the deeply
ingrained habits of Western culture so we can do kingdom things in
kingdom ways again. She explores how we can be transformed by new
postures and habits that help us see God already at work in and around
us. The way forward isn't more ideas, programs, and problem-solving but
in Jesus's surprising invitation to the kingdom through childlikeness.
Ultimately, rediscovering childlike habits is a way for us to remember
how to be human. Unfettered helps us reimagine how to follow God with
our whole selves again and join with God's mission in the world.
Foreword by Walter Brueggemann.
Understanding the Purpose and Power of Women - Myles Munroe
2009-10-27
Women of every culture and society are facing the dilemma of identity.
Traditional views of what it means to be a woman and changing cultural
and marital roles are causing women conflict in their relationships with
men. Women are under tremendous stress as they struggle to discover
who they are and what role they are to play today—in the family, the
community, and the world. In this expanded edition of Understanding the
Purpose and Power of Women, now with helpful study questions
following each chapter, best-selling author Dr. Myles Munroe examines
societies’ attitudes toward women and addresses vital issues such as: Are
women and men equal? How is a woman unique from a man? What does
the Bible really teach about women? Is the woman to blame for the fall of
mankind? What are the purpose and design of the woman? Should
women be in leadership? What is a woman’s basic communication style?
What are a woman’s emotional and sexual needs? What is a woman’s
potential? To live successfully in the world, women need a new
awareness of who they are and new skills to meet today’s challenges.
Whether you are a woman or a man, married or single, this book will
help you to understand the woman as she was meant to be.
Rediscovering Faith - Myles Munroe 2009-01-01
Munroe strips away the common errors and misconceptions surrounding
faith to reveal the nature, character, and power of true faith--Kingdom
faith.
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